Author’s checklist

I followed TTP’s author-instructions/sample-article.
I set the page settings of my word processor to the A4 format; with the margins: bottom
1.5 cm and top 2.5 cm or bottom 0.6 in and top 1 in. (We shall be able to produce a
pdf file from your paper only if the paper format and the margins are correct.)
I used good-quality white paper of approximately 21 x 29.7 cm or 8.2 x 11.6 in to print
my paper (please do not change the document setting from A4 to any other format as the
article will print satisfactorily onto either of the above-mentioned paper sizes).
I sent an identical electronic file (RTF, MS Word, LaTex) together with the hardcopy.
(If the paper size and page set-up are not as described above, we shall be unable to
publish your paper in electronic form on our web page: http://www.scientific.net. We
shall then have to scan it which, when compared with an electronic version, results in
very poor quality.)
I have always used the same version of the name(s) (i.e. either F.A. Miller or Fred A.
Miller or Fred Miller but not various versions alternately), as only the exact agreement
of email and name will allow me to access my paper on the web.
I included my email address and email addresses of co-authors in the paper.
I filled out and signed the proper copyright transfer agreement (mandatory).
I sent all of the above-mentioned documents to the corresponding editor

I filled out an offprint order form.
I included color pictures and wish to have these printed in full color. Please bill me the
additional charge of Euro/USD 980.00 per page (must be prepaid).
I would like to receive
offprints (these must be prepaid, post-printing
orders will be reproduced in black and white only)
Name/signature
Date

